Herb Montgomery goes straight to the root of several moral dilemmas and sweeps aside the misperceptions of God and His character that cause us to spurn the only one who truly loves us.

Finding the Father has been so well loved that it is now in its third printing with an all-new cover and interior design. ~Jonathan

Finding the Father
By Herb Montgomery

Some of Christianity’s long-held, though biblically unfounded, views are confronted—God’s true attitude toward pain and suffering, where guilt comes from, and what His forgiveness accomplishes.

The Waiting Heart
By Yvonne Rodney

Tranquility Hazelwood is wrestling with a troubling question: “Why am I not married by now?” Two lists and 21 interviews later the answers aren’t exactly what she’s been expecting.

Forks Over Knives: The Extended Interviews

This follow-up to the Forks Over Knives DVD includes expert interviews relating to the powerful relationship between food and health. A must-see for anyone trying to improve their health.

Honestly, I’m Struggling
By Heather Bohlender

Cambodia was the last place Heather Bohlender wanted to be. There were the language and cultural barriers, her ongoing battle with an eating disorder, overwhelming loneliness, and last, but certainly not least, the all-too-human struggle to find, know, and trust God. On Sale.
WHAT THE
BIBLE
SAYS
ABOUT
FEBRUARY
DEAL OF THE MONTH

MARK A. FINLEY
Do you have questions about God and faith,
life and death, the present and the future?
The Bible provides reliable, credible answers.
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